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By RICHARD TATHAM

THE NEW WORLDAND THE MASS MIND
Science and Human Government

A

MONG the more widely discussed aspects of science today
is the decision of certain of its repiesentatives to apply
themselves to the problems of human government.
Science, it is said, has reached the stage when it must discard
its long-established aloofness from politics, and cannot remain
unmoved by the discord of modern society and its inevitable
accompaniment, the widespread misuse of science.
.
There are not a few who will welcome this .change of
attitude. At least it may be conceived, on purely academic
grounds, as a rational necessity; at most it must be recognised
as a measure of the greatest social urgency. There is no time
to be wasted if the social function of science is to be truly
realised. This being so, there ensues a consideration of how
best to further the impending weld-of science and politics.

This short pamphlet, arising largely from such ,a consideration, has the object of drawing attention to at least one'
important issue confronting science in its new- venture, and the
writer hopes that despite its many obvious limitations he will
in some small way succeed.
*
r3.7:
Yet before describing what this particular issue is, jt may
be of advantage to offer a few observations on the present
occupants of the jungle of social theory-the
native politicians.
The anaIogy is. deliberate, and may prove to have a certain
pertinence, for there is considerable evidence that political
theory and practice-in their present condition-are of predominantly unscientific character, being motivated by emotional forces
rather than logical objectivity. . This is contended, at. least
I
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through inference, by the -scientists we have mentioned, for the
demand that science enter politics surely implies that it has not
done so already.
Thus science, when it begins to treat of politics, will find
itself surrounded with the amazing assormnt of assumptions
which existing theories of government put forward : assumptions
prompted.largely by innate desire and such considerations, with
little regard for systematic analysis. It may,. of course, be insisted
that -science can with confidence be left to deal with all this;
that its disciplined insistence on objective confirmation will enabl;
it readily to grasp the essentials of the political world. This
is probably true to a de ree, but all the same there ap ' ~ s
ground at the moment or some doubt. for -a survey o the
'politicalobservations so far advanced by scientists reveals a teadency to adopt a particular assumption-held by a large number
of modern political theorists-which to say the least is very much
open to question.
factor in
The assumption is, simply,. that a
the solution of human problems is to be a widespread change
in the social mind. If the world is to be-different, broadly m n s
the argument, then people must think differently; there must
be a fundamental change of attitude to social problems on the
part of the masses.
I ~ Ipolitics this insistence takes many forms : that people
shall think more morally, more progressively,- more class- .
consciously, or more rationally; that they shall have a more
international outlook, or become more patriotic; that they shall
think more conservatively, more liberally, more- socialistically or
- more communistically; that they shall think beyond party
politics; that they shall support the individual against die state, or the state against th' individual; that they shall have a greaxer
regard for their rights, or that they shall be prepared to sacrifice
thelr rights. And so on.
- So far as science is concerned, the tendency we are to
iexamine is to regard it as possible (a) that men generally shall
;1
4
occupy themselves hi&social problems, (b) that -they shall think
scientifically. This trend in science is obviously nothing like so
-'
general as its political counterpart, since human relations form
. the subject matter of all political theory, but are _as yet a .mere
' fragment of scientific enquiry.
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Nevertheless, it is relevant to read in a report on the
Cooference on Science and World Order, arranged by the British
Association for the Advancement of Science, the following
declaration : ,
Any slight scientific orientation that can .be given to the children
of the masses will pay big diyldends in subsequent social welfare, for
it helps to provide the basis for 'a mass interest in science,-which
- i n turn is the only possible democratic basis for a scientitic management of society. (" Science and World Order " 93).

T o select one or &o examples from individual scientists,
we have first the yvords of ~roftsiorH. Levy, who contributes a
section headed " Everyone a Sdeptist " to a book called " Science
and the Changing World". A'fter writing of " the efforts which
are being made by some scientific men to interpret scientific
discover and to indicate to the man in the street the direction
in whic science is moving ", he adds : ,
'

hAny attempt to do this is very desirable; for the day is long

'

past when understanding of a p o w e h l activity like sciena can remain
the private possession of a few.

Next we have Mr. H. G. Wells. In his book " What-Are
We To Do With Our Lives?", which ,deals at length with
political questions, he afIirms :
The new world demands new schools, therefore, to -give everyone
a sound and thorough .mental training and. equip everyone with clear
ideas about history, about Me, and about political and economic
(23).
relationships

...

A further example is from Mr. J. ' G. Crowther. IF his
author's preface to his " Outline of the Universe" ,we read :
Modern science may collapse unless the atmosphere of science
society will learn frpm conbecomes generally apprehended.
tinuous im sonal accounts that attitude required to solve present
social prob ems.

...

r

h

Then, as a final example, we may consider-'the statement
made by Professor Haldane, on! page, 13 of his book, "The
Inequality of Man " :
But*science can do something far bigger for the -human mind
than the substitution of one set of beliefs for another, or the inclilcation
of scepticism regarding accepted opinions. It can gradually 'spread
among humanity as a -whole the poiit of view -that prevails among
research workers, and has enabled. a few thousand men and a few
dozen women to create the science on which modern civilisation rests.

. .It must be emphasised that the foregoing quotations are
drawn from a- considerable number of statements embodying
3

'

essentially this same opinioo; it seems feasible, moreover, that
other scilntific men thiink along
- similar lines, but do not expxess
themselves in print
'The business of this pamphlet is to examine thk assum@
tions exemplified above : to question whether the anticipated
developments could, if they ,were possible, alleviate social problems-and
to ask whether, in any case, they are possible.
11.
.
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Too Much Theory

.

. . . and Too Little

S . it warrantable to assume-as
most politicians Hnd .certain
scientists do assume-that
it would lessen world chaos if
men
generally
took
an
active
interest in political theory and
.
practicer'
If we are to weigh the answer to this question. in a logical
manner, we *may surely place some significance upon the behaviour of those who already evince this interest. In Britain
today such people variously attach themselves to such organisations as the Conservative party, the Liberal party, the Labour
party, the National Liberal party, the Communist party, Federal
Union, Co-mmon Wealth, the Social Credit party, the Welsh
Nationalist par the League of Nations Union, the Independent
Labour party, e Economic League, the Socialist party of Great
Britain, the Manchester Movement, the Socialist League, the
Scottish Nationalist party, the Trotskyist movement, the Never
Again ~ssociation,the Union of Democratic Control, the Socialist Labour party, various Anarchist bodies; various politicoreligious bodies; the Peace Pledge Union and many others. This
is to say nothing of unnumbered individuals whose personal
theories of what has to be done may be found in the modern
bookshop, with a selection of authors including the ~ r c h b i s h o ~
of ~ a h t e r b u r Mr.
~ , " Bunny " Austin and Mr. Clarence Hatry.
In short, those people who do interest themselves in politics,
.
far from being agreed' as to the solution of world prbblems, ,,seem ~powerless to endow even themselves with- order. ~ h e i .
implicit contention of each is that all the others are incorrect?j!'$
in their social analysis. and that at some time-eenerallv
unspecified-the maiogtv bf men will come to see the Gne pariicular
As Mr. James Burnham hasLobserved
I;arty which is 'rreit.
in his very stimulating book, " The Managerial Revol'ution " : ,

-

%
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ow ever,

it is even more important tb o b m e that no major
ideology is content to profess openly that it speaks only for the
%hose interests it in fact expresses. Each group insists that
$?#eologies
are dniversal. in validity and gxpresn the interests of
humanity as a whole; and each group tries to win unive~salacceptance
for its i@logi;cs ('25).
,
-

We see, then, &at the mere fact of people takiiig an
.
interest in politics is not necpsarily of effect in alleviating the
problems of society. One might almost say, indeed, that the
people who take an interest in politics arc a problem of society,
presenting as mufh complexity as any other.
. ,
- In h e . words of Phillipe Mairet in the introduction to
Adlei's "Science of Living " : " . . . the result is the disintegration of a people full of saviours who are not on speaking
terms."

1
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At this point an objection will possibly be raised. Science,
someone will say, is beginning to insist not merely that people
take an interest in social matters, but that they. take a scientific
interest.
,

-

-

.

The iqmediate' comment toLbe mad'e is that in the past,
and*to a very great degree in the present, to be scientific has
,generally been an indication of utter indifference to politics, of
being c6m$letely unconcerned.' with the working out of social
difficulties. Nevertheless, let us consider the newer scientific
oqtook,'which is concerned. One can, without wishing in the
least to do other -than welcome this awakeqing, point to two
hatters which seem as yet to have .had
little siientific settlement.
*
The first is this : though the scientists qf whom we are
speaking are agreed in rinciple upon a transfusion from science
into -the body politic, tEey do not seem to have indicated with
any appreciable vunani7mity the political prqp=amme thereby
.
prescribed.
'

.
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One finds indeed that whereas those primarily concerned
with politics -are over-burdened with schemes, the men of science' ,
are at thl's juncture handicapped for the opposite reason bf being '
almost bereft of any scheme. Mr. Crowther may envisage society,
with the atmosphere of science ."'gentrally apprehended ", learning " that attitude required to solve present social problems ",
and one,may envisage Mr. Crowiher having the specified apprehension of scientific atmosphere; but if he 4 thereby endowed

-

with the necessary attitude for solving social problems, the&
is at any rate little indication or suggestion as to the nature, of
the solutions. Again, one may assume from. Mr. Wells' state- ment that he himself has something of the " clear ideas " abdut
" political and economk relationships ", yet - the political -organisation anoounced in his book remains largely confined to the
latter's -pages. ..
In the case of Professors Levy and Haldane, it is possible
that they identify the requisite scientific political body with !the
Communist party. Yet h e biolbgist Waddington states in his
book, The Scientific Attitude" : " So long as loyalty to the
working class is its final test of value, Communism cannot
. claim, as it has done, to be the- application o£ -the ,scientifiE
attitude to
That would be ;true even if their theory of
the class structure of present-day society was sociologically adeI
quate, and' it is even more to the point if their theory is, as
,
suggest, incorrect." (84).
It seeks clear that scientists, having declared themselves
concerned with politics, cannot logically escape the responsibility
of formulating some agreed programme. As Harold Walsbyto whose theories we shall presently refer-has
insisted :
,

,"

After-all, it is not much use to assert that science must drop
its impartiality and quit beiig indifferent to the political scene ifnothing is forthcoming .to indicate what sort of positive action is to
be taken in the matter.
k

The second point vet to be determined by science is the
degree tb which h e s&al mind is capable of thinking about
science and politics in any*case.
111.

Logic and the Mass Mind
HOUGH, as we have seen, a number of scientific thinkers

*

T

entertain the possibility of men in the mass atiaining.through improved education, or - in other ways-the
capacity. to make a rational analysis of society, this is not true
3f all of them.
-

,

~ e r t.r.a n dRussell, .for instance, has written :

. . ; there

*

e

are many questions which ordinary mexi and women
cannot understand, and in regard to which they are compelled willy,

.

I

niIly to accept the opinions of specialists. The bprtance of experts
is likely to i n c e s e rather than diminish as the part played by science
in daily life grows greater. We must therefore expect that, in the
future, government by experts .will largely replace government by thewill of the people, even if the outward forms of democracy 'at
preserved idtact (Science in the Changing World 201-2).
-

It seems clear in the first place that science, if its influence
in politics is to be effective, mist clarify thkissue, and secondly
that. to do this it is not enough -merely'to express an opinion
one way or another. If the question be treated scientifically, we
shall neither pro'fess faith in the ultimate rationality of man,
-nor go ro the other extreme and cynically' assert his inevitable
stupidity. We shall rather try to find, and assess as impartiaq
as possible, whatever relevant evidence there may be.
I
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It must be admitted at-once that such evidence win be very
di6cult to obtain @om.established science, whose general pact&
is to treat human ideas and their d e v e l o r t as. being so
capricious and unlimited as to be beyond e grasp of science,
at its present period of growth at least. "The p r i m a j concepts
of life and- mind ",wrote J. W. N. Sullivan, in his " Bases
of Modern Scieme " ( ~ 6")are
~ so far from being sufficient, that
they have hardly yet been found to be even relevant." .

. . .'

Yet one field of research which might reasonably -be nipposed to provide some clue is psychology. Let us grant that
conclusions from this socrce are not only treated with considerable-reserqe by science generally (on the grounds of the " immature " state of psychology), but they are often adva-nced with
the utmost tentativeness by the psychologists themselves. Nevertheless, if-as
appears to be the case-psychology
has some
remarkably pertinent things' to say on this crucial question of
the social mind, we arcsurely not entitled to maintain complete
indifference, unless in possession of overwhe~mingly strong
counter evidence.
\

'
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Indeed, one so well grounded in the world of science as
McDougall has observed :
It is a remarkable fact that psychology, the science which claims
to formulate the body of ascertained truths about the constitution and
working of the mind, and which endeavours to refine and to add to
this knowledge, has not been genaally and practically recogniscd as
the essential common foundation on which all the social sciencesethics, economics, political science, philosophy of history, sociology

- *

and ;cultural anthropology,' and. the more kpeciak social sciences, such
as the iciena of religion, of law arid or art-must* be built up.
(introductrion to *Social Psychology 1)..

'

. ~ r twe
. to declare there is no iipificance id.&=fact that
the most prominent .schools of psychology, however much .they
may otherwise diverge,'are largely agreed as to the' innate irrationality of the mass mind? Indeed, it seems difficult to find any
work on psychoIogy which does declare the mass mind to be
rational, or even potentially rational. Let us conrider a few
pronouilcernents on the subject. First, from the 'Freudian school,
the. following.+itatement i s put forward referring to the structure
of the mind of the general individual :
;
.
'

'

\

In. spite of ail late; development the individual retains all his
infantile psychic .struaure. . Nothing is lost; the infantile yishes" and
.
primitive*impulses can -always be brought back to the surface.
The unconscious ntental activity which is made up of repressed
infantile material for ever tries 'to exprcss itself: Whenever the
. individual finds it impossible to .dominate the difficulties of the world
of reality there is a regression to the infantile, and psychic disturb-.
ances ensue which are conceived as peculiar thoughts and acts. Thus
the civjlised adult is the result of his childhood or the sum total of
(A. A. Brill,. in his translator's preface to
, his early impressions.
Freud's " Totem and Taboo 7' 13).

..

'

,

-

If it be true indeed that' the individual, in the. stress of
social difficulty, tends to be swayed by primitive-puerile emotions,
this 'would seem ips0 facio to preclude any mass movement of the
social mind towarh a mature grasp of science and politics. Freud
himseIf, in his " Civilisation and its Discontents " (43), propounds
this very problem of the sacial mentality. He refers to " the
superior force of nature " and " the, disposition to deca'y of our
bodies'" as twb . soutces of.unhappiness' which 'are regarded as
inevitable. Yet, he says, there is a third, "the inadeqtmcy of
our .methodspof regulating human relatiohs in the family, the
community and the state ", which is got regarded as inevitable.
He writes :.- .
. .
-

1

,
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To the third, the social source of euq distress, we take up a
different attitude; we prder not to regard. it as one at all; we cannot
see 'why. the'. systems Hie -'have otir~lves crqted should not rather
clisute protection and well-being for us all. To be sure, when w e
- consider_how unsuccessful our. e f f w to safeguard against* suffering
in this particaar have proved, the suspicion dawns upon us that a
bit of unconquerable nature lurks concealed behind- this difficulty as
'well-in
&e $hap' of .OW own nicntal &institution:
. - ,
- '

1

' .
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In further amplification of Freud's account <of the matter,
we-read his reference at some length to the .works of Le Bon inf
he
his7" Group Psychology and tbeY~nalysisof the Ego
following excerpts are 'from pages 16-18 :

".

inclined as it itself is to all extremes, a group can only be excited
by an excessive stimulus. Anyone who wishes to produce an effect
upon its needs no logical adjustment in his arguments: he must paint
in the most forcible colours, he must exaggerate, and he must repeat
the same thin a ah and again.

B g

\

. . Sinte a group is in no doubt as to what constitutes truth or

.

frror, and is -conscious,' moreover, of its own great' strength, it is as
intolerant as it is obedient to authority. It respects force and can
only be slightly influenced by kindness, which it regards' merely as
a form of' weakness. What it demands of its heroes is strength, or
even violence. It wants to be ruled and oppressed and to fear i t s
masters.' Fundamentally it is entirely conservative, and it has a deep
aversion from all innovations and advances and an unbounded respect
for tradition.
*
Some o-ther features in Le Bon's description show in a clear light
.how well justified is the identification of the group mind with the
mind of primitive people. In groups the most-contradictory ideas can
&st side by. side and tolerate each other, without any conflict arising
from the logical contradicti~nsbetween them.
*

"

To instance a gmilar trend 'in Jung, we have the following
from his " Integration of the Personality (g) :

,

I

It is one of the most ridiculous illusions of civirised man that the
" perils of rhe soul have entirely disappeared along with primitive
superstitions. Even the superstitions have not disappeared from any
civilised nation as a whole. They have only changed thei#r names,
and often not even that. The clan of uprooted intellectual highbrows
usually goes on believing in permanent and universal enlightenment.
That technical progress and social improvements do not mean
psychblogical difXerentiation or a high level of consciousness is a lesson
. that we are unwilling -to learn.
"

'

'

I
'

I

Is it. not possible that the " universal and' permanent enlightenpent" which Jung mentions with such scefj6cism is very
much what seems to be in the minds of the scientists quoted
earlier in this pamphlet? T o bring another viewpoint against
thkm, let us turn again to. MeDougall-this- time to his book,
" The Group ~ i n ";
d he a'ffirms (44) :
.
The-actions of the simple crowd . . are simply not volitional in
'

.

the true sense, but rather impulsive. They are comparable' with
actions of a n animal rather than with those of a man.

Of further interest are the experiments ba'sed upon the
" : the. attempt to grade individuals. from
their ans ers to questionnaires, and to produce statistics of the
7
social manifestation
of the different grades. One line of conclusion from this source is that pare& of a low mean IQ (4
tend-to have children of similar level (b) tend to procreate more
than those having higher IQ. In other words, the lower intellects arc growing more numerous than the higher-the
social
mind is becoming not- more, but less rational.

-- mtelligmce quotient

,'

~houless:" General and Social Psychology' contains relevant
information on this subject.. In the second (1937) edition he
gives, -on page 144, the following findings from IQ research :
,

1QQ's
: 90 idiots !2%6 imbeciles; 50-70 morons (USA); 70 m.d. ;
70-90 backward or dull; 90-110 average or normal; 110-120 superior
intelligence; 120-140- very superior intelligence. About 60% are said
to occupy the average level, while the most advanced intellects appear
in a vqy small minoritv: about 1%have an IQ of over 130, and
roughly +% o m 140. h the last-named case it is said that if some
'high specific capacity is combined with* it, then genius results.
'
I

-

Fur& emphasis on the immaturim of the mass mind is
made some pag& later, when Thouless declares':
'

There is not even any evidence that human intelligence has
increased since the time of our ancestors of the stone age. It is
indeed stated that the average capacity of the. skulls of-stone age
specimens of Homo Sapiens is slightly greater than that of modern
. man. .While &e conclusion that we are less intelligent. than they were
wauld be a wry uncertain one (since the correlaGon between -intelli-genc,e ,and skull capacity is small), this observation makes it unlikely
that there has been any great increa* of .intellectual capacity since that
time. . (443).

.

- It may, of cohke, be held .that investigations ?of this kind
cannot akain'a im great degree of precision, and that a certain
amount of presumption has to be taken in the assessment of an
' By the use IQ. ~houiessdeliies this. He writes (ibid 441) : :
of various-forms of test it is possible to obtain a reliable indication
of the general. intellectual capacity of an individual child which
is independent oftthe test ilsed and of the individual
the test ''. If, however, the obiection be sustained, it is surely
ground not so much for ignoring this fii1d of enquiry, but f&
devising
more efficient methods for its exploration.
,
. ,
.
J

7

b,.

.kt
u4 grant, if only for the sake of argument, that S~ailable
evidence of the innate irrationality of the mass 'mind is by no

-

means conclusive. Even so, tnls hardly justifies the adoption of
-- an opposite belief which, seems to .have practically no evidence
to support it. On6 must atcordingly have certain misgivings
regarding those scientists who-in
the manner of utopian
political theorists-maintain
a groundless faith in the mass
development of scientific, and political understanding.
It is relevant to conclude this. pamphlet with some reference
to the work Of a mim whose theories and discoveries claim to
deal in particular respects with the relation between science and
m a ' s social and politiel consciousness : Harold Walsby. It
transpires that the view of the social mind exemplified by the
statement of Bertrand Russell, the findings of psychology on the
subject, and the experiments hingeing upon the intilligence
quotient, a11 have common ground, with some of the results of
Walsby's - investigations.
H

M

IV.

Walsby on Ideological " Layers "
W
E shall bC referring here and now to Walsby's discovery of
the Demos and to his analysis of its structure and develop
ment. .The limited scope of this pamphlet precludes any
detailed account of the process by which he arrives at his results,
though all this must sooer or later be examined if one is to
have full evidence for the conclusions about to be described.
T o most of, us the ideological field-the sum of man's ideas,
viewi and attitudes-present an utter bewilderment, a veritable
confusior; which seems to defy any systematic or logical interpretation. According to Walsby, however, a closer examination
reveals certain laws to which human thought conforms : social
idea$, despite their appqent capriciou~ness,are yet regulated by
definite constant factors.
His conception of the Demos4(a term whiih indicates the
social mind bui which he uses to di;tinguish from the usual -but
--for his use!-o
to
simple concept of the " group mind ") is
essentially -that ,of a complex structure of mental levels, and it
is the degree of -rationality within each level-its logical content
>r'adjustment with .respect to reality-which
to a .large extent
distinguishes it from the others. Let us, consider Walsby's own
- ,
words from his forthcoming work " The Demos" :
I

-

But to study the individual mind is not enough; it is not enough
It is necessary to
to investigate thc psychology of the " group."
study the whole ideological field (which includes the system of mental
organization underlying groups) not merely as it is at any one moment
but also to trace its origin from comparatively simple beginnings and
to study it in its development. The ideological domain is part of
the evolutionary process and, like many things which have passed
through a number of evolu$onary stages, possesses an underlying
complex structure of differentiated layers which #havearisen and grown
one uponi and out of, another. These layers form a kind' of hierarchy
wherein they stand in definite logical relations to one another; %y
form a united interdependent whole, a living, growing, interactmg,
ideological system; and the whole system corresponds to, interacts and
is interdependent with, the prevailing socio-eZonomic condition,
structure and practice of the epoch to which it belongs,
Yet each layer itself represents a kind of system; it re resents a
definite leve! of culture with a distinctive world-outlook, wi& politid
implications peculiar to itself and a special sphere of mental "interest",
Again, each layer is itself eyer-growing, .undergoing modification, and
constantly adding new material and new refinements to itself-being
acted upon. and superficially altered by the other layers and in its
turn reacting upon them-thou@
still retaining the fundamental
organizatian and principles which characterize its " level ".
To every layer is attached a -number of people 'or, put another
way: to each layer there corresponds a class of individual minds
which constitute its living, growing tissue. These members of a
layer are bound together by emotional and intellectual bbnds; they
are also connected with .the memkrs of the other layers by similar
mental ties, complementary to those which b i d them to each other.
Within each layer, and sometimes cutting across many layers, are the
" natural ", " arbitrary " and " artificial " soda1 groups with which
everyone is familiar, which the ordinary group-psychology recognizes
and with some types of which (mostly cofiposed from the lower
layers) it deals: the family, the nursery, the gang, the school, the
team, the church, the bowd, the club, the society, the sect, the
business firm, the political party, the army, the race, the nation,
etc., etc.

,

1

The law which seems especially significant for the salient
theme of this pamphlet, and of particular pertinence for those'
who envisage the masses achieving some kind of scientific and
political understanding, is somewhat as follows : that the greater
the logical content of a given level, the smaller its' social exhibition.
, In other words, the ,more logical the outlook, the fewer the
people holding it. Again, it must be stressed that warsby declares
this to be the case at any given period. He writes :
Mind evolves just as does matter. And in this mental evolution
the lower layers of the ideological field .are historically older than the
higher ones, which appeared later and which have more complex

mental structures than the lower layers, which, in their turn, represent
the more simpre types of culture and m e ~ a lorganization. Generally
.,speaking, the older and more ' primitive the, layer the greater thc
. number of persons associated with it at any one time; in other words,
the qual+ative " level ", 'so to speak, of the layer, is inversely pro. portiobal to its quantitative representation-that is to say the number
-of individual minds of its class
Moreover, thk individual mind .
in its development recapitulates the ideological stages through which
the social mind itself has evolved since the dawn of human society.
And again, .regreskion back to lower levels is frequently exhibited in
the individual devc$opment. But when we come to examine the
series of layers we find that only a small minority ever reach the
upper levels; all but a comparative few become fixated on their way
through the l m r stages.
Unlike the arbitrar .,and artificial so&l groups, which are liable
. - to sudden and violent c anges, to division, coalescence and dissolution,
according to their social vicissitud,es and functions, each ideological
layer, onee developed, remains a permanent acquisition of society,
. . and continues permanently to form and take part in the composition
of groups which-to the extent that it predominates in their make-up
--press
its level of mental organization. .
. This last piece of knowledge regarding the permanent nature of
. the ideological layers/taken in conjunction with the Inverse Ratio Law,
- is of no lice impoztance in the .understanding of the social mind and,
therefore, in any attempt to apply scientific method to the control of
' humah society.
Especially is it. important when we consider the fact
that nearly all progressive political organizations base the achievement
. ' of- th&
ultimate aims upon the assumption of either the possibility
or inevitability of " mass education and enlightenment " which, from
the relatively advanced point of view of these -parties, necessarily
implies (i) the impermanence of the lower ideological hyers and (ii)
.
.: the raising of the masses to the level of the higher layers.

...
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. . :By.larbitrary and artificial groups " Walsby is referrin
those which form the subject-matter of grouppsychology an
is interesting to note that as far back as 1903.
Le ,BoI\-wri~g
on such groups in his book ," The Crowd "-made the f011owing
observgtion :.
It cannot be gainsaid that civilization has been the work of a
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small minority of superior intelligences, constituting the culminating
point of a pyramid, whose stages, widening in proportion to the
decrease of mental power, represent the masses of a nation. The
greatness of a civilization cannot assuredly depend upon the votes
given. by
; inferior elements boasting solely numerical strength.
,

To return to Walsbc his conclusions wi'h respect to general
oudooks are in every way similar for .political standpoints. He
explains that the evolution of political understanding passes
through certain stagesconservatism, liberalism, socialism and so %.
:-* rg
L.S. - *
I
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on-which
have a -necessary ,logical connection witbeach other.
And that the more logical the political outlook-the more closely
it . is adjusted to objective reality-the fewer its convinced adhkents. Thus if his analysis be correct, those peoplg sometimes
termed " the politically unconscious "-i.e.
whose interest in
social and political matters is largely emotional-must
at all
times be in a considerable majority.

.

.

v.
The Political Future

I

F it be true that there is no concrete evidence to justify the

assumption of an essential or 'fundamental change in the
if the
social attitude of the overwhelming majority-r
evidence, *as it'would appear, is rather to the contrary i.e. that
such a change is not possible-is one to infer that the economic
crisih of modern society cannot be overcome? Is the great mass
of mankind through its inherent incapacity for scientific thought
and understanding, doomed to eternal suffering?
Walsby affirms that the more progressive political organisations are, largely agreed as to the direction that economic
reorganisation.must take. This is because their coqvinced adherents and propagandists are drawn from the higher ideological
layers which exhibit mental organizations more complex and
more adjusted to outer reality than the lower layers. But this
greater complexity and adjustment to reality is not complete-it
has, its limitations. Concomitant with the rational superiority
of. these politically more enlightened people goes their inevitaljle
numerical infeiiority.
Yet, year in and year out; with admirable though blind optimism and appalling ignorance as to the nature and struc&e of
political development, they go on, fighting among themselves
and vainly appealing to the masses with the same arguments
and upon the same subject-matter which was instrumental in
their own conversion. If they are more or less agreed about
the ultimate nature of the economic reorganisation:, why do they
fight amoGg themselves?
The rock on 'which these progressive bodies split, says
Walsby, is the same one which bars them from large scale
' membership and support, namely : lack-of knowledge regarding
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the structure, development and social distribution of mental
organisation-in short, ignorance of the social mind. Thus they
'fiercely squabble about the extent to which it is ex dient, or to
which they are prepared immediately to carry Eough, their
economic reorganisation of society. How often have we not
heard that old tag : " We are agreed upon what we want but
we differ about how to get it"?
The problem, in other words, is primarily political and only
secondaril _economic. And that problem can only be solved
scientifica ly by the independent study of the nature of the
political and ideological field. But to expect a majority of these
progressive people to make a specialised study of the ideological
domain would be as foolish as their own expecta@sn that the
masses can give up football pools, racing, gardening and a
hundred and ope other occupations, sufficiently t o take up a
specialised. interest in economic problems. Again it remains to
the relative few.

T

This we learn from the study of the Demos. For, according
to Walsby, there exists a difierentiation of fukction between the
ideological layers. Thus the less logical strata of the Demos are
absolutely necessary to the existence of theb'more systematic and
scientific levels. of understanding and-as a. glance at the highly
complex nature of modern society will readily show-vice versa.,
. A trained scientist or research worker, for instance, will require
to eat vegetables, the gowing of which will not demand a very
high level of mental organisation. The grower of vegetables
in modern society, on the other h q d , will require the use of
various highly technical devices, skills and arts, which ,are provided in the first place by the knowledge of the-scientific worker.
So we see that the ideological layers, to which the different
political levels belong, are a permanent feature of our social life.
That is to say, there will always be, so long as civilisation endures,
conservative, liberal, socialist, communist etc., levels of social
and political understanding, even though-in
the absence of
political democracy-they
be denied formal expression. This
seems on the face of it to be an incredible conclusion. But,
says Walsby, all the available evidence and facts, 'as well as
logical coherence, are against .the other view, which is largely
wishful thinking and thoughtless assumption-faith, not science.'
Evolution tends toward greater and greater differentiation.

-
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How then ate we to have the proposed economic change
and still retain the political democracy we now have? Through
@ the development *and application of the science of man's social
z&q4 consciousness, says Walsby. With the study of the structure and
evolution of the Demos, with the knowledge of human intellectual
and emotional nature, with its complex mental organisation, we
can learn to integrate the various ideological layers for the
common pdrpose of economic reorganisation. Under the aegis
@- of science we can look forward to the application of scientific
method-which
has been so successful in the cantrol of material
nature-to
the social mind, for the scientific control (i.e. self
control) of human nature:
-

'&I

-

Space and the limited aim of this pamphlet prevent any
elaboration of this question here and now. It'remains therefore
to sum up the main points which this pamphlet has sought to
establish. They are as foljows :
..

(I) hat there is a tendency among political theorists
(especially
among left wing elements) to adopt unsu ported
G* -. .
assumptions
regarding the development of the mass mi$
&?&Yi
a4
.-
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.That certain scientists now ipteresting themselves in
, .-,,.pallt~csincline to do likewise;

b)'-That

the findings of psychology-both directly and by
implication-tend
to contradict .these assumptions, and affirm
that the, mass mind is
irrational;
.
/

(4) . That the' recent investigations of Harold w;lsby
.
,indicate that the social mind is composed of permanent " layers ",
and that +e more logical a " layer " is, the fewer are the people
who typify it;
'

. .

I

.

That since' -it seems the economic reorganisation of
sot*ty cannot be democratically achieved without scientific'*knowledge. of political development ,-the whole question is of such
major importance that scientific thought, to be effective in
.politics, must exaniine it thoroughly. .
,

-

A word to the

wise.

..

If you are interested in new scientific aspects of the

-

social problems of our,times, and you feel you would
like a more or less regular supply of literature dealing
with recent developments in -this field, then the
following facts will concern you;
The Social Science Association is a group of people
who-irrespective of sex, colour, race, creed or classhave in common the promotion of this object : T o
. support wherever possible the extension, development
and application of scientific method to contemporary
social and political problems. The S.S.A, therefore
aims at advancing human understanding of human
nature. as the prerequisite of a rational, peaceful and
scientific control of human society.
The S.S. A. firmly believes in full and frank discussion
of the whole of human nature and institutions and
regards this as a necessary condition for the further.
ance of scientrfic knowledge concerning s'ocial problems
and their solution.
The SwSmAetherefore asks of all those who .are in
sympathy with its aims, and who are able to give of
their time, abilities, knowledge or financial resources9
to assist in this great cause. One of the easiest ,and
best ways of aiding the S.S.A. is to become a member
yourself and to secure the membership of ,at least one
other interested person.
Membership of the S.S.A. entitles you to free
copies of the Social Science Series of publications (sent
post free), and admission to all lectures, meetings,
social gatherings, etc., of the Association. The sub.
scription is five shillings yearly. Write now, stating
you wish to join the S.S.A., enclosing P.O. for your
first year's membership to :
THE SECRETARY,
THE SOCIAL SCIENCE ASSOCIATION.

'3, RATHBONE STREET, w.1.
e l : MUSeum 18 5 5
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